USE CASE

Enabling Company-Wide
Information Access
By using Adlib, a development and
investment bank rendered Microsoft Word®,
Excel® and Photoshop documents overnight
and added intelligent metadata to enhance
access to critical corporate information.
THE CHALLENGE
To find a better method to share information in an efficient and reliable central archive,

THE INDUSTRY
Banking

THE SYSTEMS

THE DOCUMENTS

a development and investment bank in Asia Pacific needed to manage the daily

WORD, EXCEL AND PHOTOSHOP

generation of 12,000 Microsoft Word, Excel and Photoshop documents.

DOCUMENTS

They were faced with a number of difficult challenges. This organization needed to:

WHAT IS ADVANCED
RENDERING?

• Improve the current slow and manual process of converting documents
• Enable an easier way to effectively search for content
• Allow employees to share documents internally and externally
• Meet daily high volume requirements

Advanced Rendering technology takes basic
document–to-PDF conversion to a higher
level by integrating into the most
commonly-used Enterprise Content

THE RESULT

Management (ECM) systems and automating
the conversion of content from multiple

Beyond the well-recognized enterprise scalability and support for high-volume conversions,

sources into more manageable and usable

Adlib excels at creating intelligent metadata as a part of the conversion process to enhance

formats to enhance documents at each of

access to critical corporate information. In addition, PDFs make sharing and collaboration

the 4 stages of the document lifecycle:

easier for employees and external stakeholders.

capture, manage, archive and deliver.

By using Adlib PDF, this investment bank was able to achieve a number of benefits:

Adlib PDF Enterprise is the next-generation

• Consistent conversion of rich text PDFs with automation
• Ability to OCR files to enable easier search functionality
• Sharable transactional data and documents across business divisions and systems

of Advanced Rendering technology that is
ideal for high-volume environments where
accurate, scalable and highly-available
document-to-PDF conversion and

• High volume demands met

transformation services are required across

Advanced Rendering enabled this banking
organization to add value to their content by
making it accessible and sharable.

the enterprise.
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